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Hunters star ruler

Home Products Rapid Fire Hunter's Star: Large Star DT02 $31.00 larger version of Petite Hunter's Star Tool, this ruler uses the same easy strip piecing steps and same accurate finishing processes, but it creates blocks more suitable for those larger duvet projects. The tool includes step-by-step illustrated instructions, diagrams of future
projects, and a basic recipe included to get quilters started with your first set of 16 blocks. The basic recipe has over 40 layout variations that can be seen in our Basic Recipe Razzle Dazzle photo gallery. The Large Star ruler makes stellar points bigger than those with the Petite Star ruler, thus giving them 7 and 8 blocks of slightly
different look from the blocks made with petite star gear. So if full-size blankets (twin, queen and king) are your passion, it's a tool that will help you make them faster, more accurate and with much less stress! Details Ruler size: 101/2 x 101/2 Four block size options: 7 , 8, 9 and 10, finished size Fine line for higher accuracy Complete
step-by-step illustrated instructions Includes both right, both left-handed instructions and chart sample projects included – check out the gallery to calculate additional future projects included in the Free online video demonstration (see below, also on YouTube) Item #DT02 Video Demo Twitter Share Pin So Add Email Wing Clipper $1
$25.50 Quick Shop $25.50 Wing Clipper is a must tool if you make Flying Geese units in your blanket. This tool, and the related Fast Flying Geese construction technique, allows you to make four finished units from five squares. The best part is that each unit is designed slightly oversized so that each can be trimmed to perfect size with a
perfect seam position when sewing and pressing is complete using the Wing Clipper tool. You can see the tool in action in our free online video demonstration below. Each individual unit will be exactly that, every time. Now, who ever thought that would happen to the Flying Geese units?!?! Details Ruler size: 51/2 x 101/2 Ten units
measuring from 1/2x1 finished units to 5 x 10 finished units Note the dimensions of all these rulers are based on heights that complete up to 1/2 or all inch. Also, the height increases by half an inch of increment. Step-by-step illustrated instructions available to download instructions and illustrations left hand trimming Diagram easy
conversion of other models and designs Fine lines for higher precision Free online video designs and finishing down methods (see below, also On YouTube) Many attendant models available Item #DT07 Video demonstrations View full product information tucker trimmer 1 $23.50 Quick Shop $23.50 New &amp; Improved 2019 edition!
The Tucker Trimmer tool was designed to help Quilter's quick and Trim Down Down made of triangles: square squares of semi-square triangles, a quarter square squares and half-rows and a combination of quarter-square triangular squares (combined units). It has several diagonals that allow you to align the ruler guide lines with the unit
seam lines to quickly find the exact center of the pieced units. This makes trimming easy, accurate and perfect every time. No more figuring out whether guessing, or struggling to find a center point, and you can see it showed in our free online video demo. I use it much more than just trimming however and feel that my must have tool
every time I head to my cutting table. Details Video demonstration See full product details large square squared $53.50 Quick Shop $53.50 We know many of you have been looking for a larger Squared tool for large Diamond Square units for your modern blankets or framing your beautiful embroidery. But what would you say if we were
told you could also use it to stacked squares (like Storm at Sea), Pineapple Blocks, Snail's Trail Blocks, and the fancy version of Flying Goose we're calling Birds of Paradise? With all this, we know you're itching to give it a try! This large, versatile, two-part tool kit comes with basic instructions to make Diamond Square units that end in 1 to
12 whole inch increments. You want to keep your eyes open, too, as we introduce patterns and technique pages to additional techniques and blocks as they become available. Details Ruler dimensions: 91/2 x 121/2 and 121/2 x 12 Twelve unit size options from 1 to 12 ready-made units Step by step illustrated instructions, available for
download Starting strips and triangle sizes printed on tools Instructions for left hand cutting and trimming Fine line high precision free online video constructions and finishing sets methods (see below, also on YouTube) Many companion models available item #DT14 Video demonstrations View full product details Pop $30.50 Quick Shop
$30.50 Finally, a tool and technique that will give you high success by adding fabric corners to basic shapes. For years we've been layered in small squares on large squares, marking and binding on diagonal lines, then hoping everything ranks when we fold the small corner section back into place. If you've tried it, you know the traps: too
big, too short, too crooked and too wasteful. No more. With your new Corner Pop gear, you will be able to trim, rather than mark, add an oversized spare triangle and then square everything with perfect size. Twenty-two different sizes - whole, one and a half and a quarter of an inch. Increased success without unnecessary stress on each
level of quilter. Who doesn't love! Details Ruler Size: Approximately 91/2 x 91/2 Twenty-two size options from 3/4 finished corners to 6 Corners 1/4 increments Step by step illustrated instructions available to download instructions for left-handed cutting and trimming Fine lines for higher accuracy Free online video unit construction and tool
finishing down (see below, also on YouTube) Many companion models available at Item #DT16 Video demonstration View full product details of Home Products Rapid Fire Hunter's Star: Petite Star DT01 $29.00 Rapid Fire© Hunter's Star tool and technique allows streamlined construction and precision finishing down and thus creates
lightness and accuracy when performing these traditionally difficult blocks. There are several sizes for each tool, clearly illustrated step-by-step instructions, design layout options, and basic recipe included to get quilters started with your first set of 16 blocks. The basic recipe has over 40 layout variations that can be seen in our Basic
Recipe Razzle Dazzle photo gallery. This allows quilters to customize their projects from the very beginning so that each person can achieve that personalized look they so desire. Free video demonstrations are available online, and full-length DVDs loaded with additional tips, tips and design ideas can also be purchased to improve the
included printed instructions. Be a tool if Hunter's Star Project is on your Bucket List! Details Ruler size: 81/2 x 81/2 Four block size options: 5, 6, 7 and 8, finished size Fine lines for higher precision Complete step-by-step illustrated instructions Includes both right and left hand instructions and diagrams sample projects included – check
out gallery to calculate additional future projects free included in online video demonstrations (see below, also YouTube) Item #DT01 Video Demonstration Twitter Share Pin It Add Email Wing Clipper 1 $25.50 Quick Shop $25.50 Wing Clipper is a must tool if you make Flying Geese units in your duvet. This tool, and the related Fast Flying
Geese construction technique, allows you to make four finished units from five squares. The best part is that each unit is designed slightly oversized so that each can be trimmed to perfect size with a perfect seam position when sewing and pressing is complete using the Wing Clipper tool. You can see the tool in action in our free online
video demonstration below. Each individual unit will be exactly that, every time. Now, who ever thought that would happen to the Flying Geese units?!?! Details Ruler size: 51/2 x 101/2 Ten units measuring from 1/2x1 finished units to 5 x 10 finished units Note the dimensions of all these rulers are based on heights that complete up to 1/2
or all inch. Also, the height increases by half an inch of increment. Step-by-step illustrated instructions available to download instructions and illustrations on the left Chart for easy tracking of conversions other models and models Fine lines for higher precision Free online video designs and finishing down methods (see below, also on
YouTube) Many companion models available item #DT07 Video demonstration See full product information Tucker Trimmer $23.50 Quick Shop $23.50 New &amp; Improved 2019 Edition! The Tucker Trimmer tool was designed to help quilter are quick and easy finishing units that are made with triangles: half square triangle squares, a
quarter square triangle squares (hourglass units), and combinations of half square and quarters of square square squares (combinations of units). It has several diagonals that allow you to align the ruler guide lines with the unit seam lines to quickly find the exact center of the pieced units. This makes trimming easy, accurate and perfect
every time. No more figuring out whether guessing, or struggling to find a center point, and you can see it showed in our free online video demo. I use it much more than just trimming however and feel that my must have tool every time I head to my cutting table. Details Video demonstration See full product details large square squared
$53.50 Quick Shop $53.50 We know many of you have been looking for a larger Squared tool for large Diamond Square units for your modern blankets or framing your beautiful embroidery. But what would you say if we were told you could also use it to stacked squares (like Storm at Sea), Pineapple Blocks, Snail's Trail Blocks, and the



fancy version of Flying Goose we're calling Birds of Paradise? With all this, we know you're itching to give it a try! This large, versatile, two-part tool kit comes with basic instructions to make Diamond Square units that end in 1 to 12 whole inch increments. You want to keep your eyes open, too, as we introduce patterns and technique
pages to additional techniques and blocks as they become available. Details Ruler dimensions: 91/2 x 121/2 and 121/2 x 12 Twelve unit size options from 1 to 12 ready-made units Step by step illustrated instructions, available for download Starting strips and triangle sizes printed on tools Instructions for left hand cutting and trimming Fine
line high precision free online video constructions and finishing sets methods (see below, also on YouTube) Many companion models available item #DT14 Video demonstrations View full product details Pop $30.50 Quick Shop $30.50 Finally, a tool and technique that will give you high success by adding fabric corners to basic shapes.
For years we've been layered in small squares on large squares, marking and binding on diagonal lines, then hoping everything ranks when we fold the small corner section back into place. If you've tried it, you know the traps: big, too short, too crooked and too wasteful. no no With your new Corner Pop gear, you will be able to trim,
rather than mark, add an oversized spare triangle and then square everything with perfect size. Twenty-two different sizes - whole, one and a half and a quarter of an inch. Increased success without unnecessary stress on each level of quilter. Who doesn't love! Details Ruler Size: approximately 91/2 x 91/2 Twenty two size options from
3/4prepared corners to 6 finished corners 1/4 step-by-step illustrated instructions, available to download instructions for left hand cutting and trimming Fine lines for higher accuracy Free online video unit construction and tool finishes down (see below, also On YouTube) Many companion models available Item #DT16 Video
demonstrations View full details of product
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